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Ⅰ. Introduction 
 Environmental education in school is regarded as “a matter to be improved across the 
subjects”(Central Education Council 2008) and it is ideal to create an opportunity to think about 
natural environment from various materials regarding all subjects. However, the materials in 
Japanese studies are specific. In the situation that securing enough time to cover environment 
issues is difficult (NIES 2004), visual materials, which are considered as effective teaching aids, 
might be helpful when they are used as extra-class activities conducted currently for a short time. 
Therefore, focusing on kanji taught in Japanese studies, the purpose of this study is to examine the 
effect and practicableness of a short educational video containing kanji and natural environment 
through creating and implementing it experimentally as an extra-class activity. 
Ⅱ. Method 
i) Creation of a short educational video: First, the kanji “yanagi(willow)” was selected since it 
is considered suitable for environmental education through the review on Japanese textbooks and 
literatures. Then, the contents of the educational video chiwere decided and real willows were 
filmed. After texts and artificial voice were added into the movie, the video was edited. 
ii) Experimentation and evaluation by questionnaire and interview survey: Targeting 498 
comprised of students of three junior high schools, the video was shown and the questionnaire 
survey was conducted. 9 questions and 13 questions in it. After this process, the interview with 
teachers of Japanese studies of all schools was conducted. 
Ⅲ. Result 
 The length of the video was 374 seconds (Tables 1 and 2). As shown in Figure 1, the favorable 

response was significant in Q.14, 18 and 23 as a result of �2 test. 52.6% of 382 students who 
wrote free comments described positive impressions of the video and, in contrast, 33.5% of them 
wrote critical comments regarding the voice. For example, the unclearness of the voice was 
indicated. This is due partly to the lack of technology for adjusting sound, but the strong 
sensibility of students was also mentioned by the teachers. Furthermore, two groups “affirmative 
group (12.8%)” and “negative group (12.4%)” from the answers to “whether you like to watch in 
extra-class time” were picked out and their answers to other questions were analyzed. As a result, 
many of the affirmative group showed much daily interests in Japanese studies and nature and 
mentioned that they made new discoveries by watching the video. On the other hand, the negative 



 

group mainly showed little daily interests, some students answered as following; “There was new 
discovery. (34.4% of the negative group)”,“I got interests in tradition and legend of plants. 
(24.6%)” Hence, in just a matter of minutes, it 
can be said that the short educational video 
about natural environment and kanji was able to 
give new knowledge to students and raise their 
interests in Japanese studies and nature. The 
present result suggested that the efficacy of kanji 
as the material of environmental education and 
the potential for the short environmental education 
in an extra-class activity.  
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Fig.1:  Significant favorable responses 
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	���� From now on, I will talk about yanagi(willow). �����
Yanagi is the generic name of shrubs and deciduous salicaceous. It is said that about 400 species in four genera world
Salicaceae. However, it is plant classification is difficult for many hybrids. Since the strong life force, and sprout in first
storm of spring, it has been a symbol of prosperity and longevity for a long time.
There is a "waka",traditional Japanese poem "If you look cherry and willow is to be intertwined oh capital is like a brocade of
spring" in Kokin Wakashu.The meaning of this waka, that "when I say brocade, fall foliage is famous, but views of the city that (the cherry blossoms)
in pale pink and yanagi green that bud in the spring is mingled is,'s beauty worthy to be called Nishiki of spring".

	������������������� In spite of the tradition and legend such as "ghost appears under trees of yanagi", yanagi is a "tree that God's dwells". It is
used as a material of Iwaibashi for the reason that the tough and strong and smell good.

�����

Chinese character of yanagi is consist of 9-screens in all. Japanese reading is "yanagi". Chinese reading is "ryu". There
are six types of origin from Chinese characters. Hieroglyphics, indicative, compound ideograph, semasio-phonetic, it was used
an ideograph for a different meaning, borrowing a kanji with the same pronunciation to convey a certain term.
Chinese character "yanagi" is semasio-phonetic character among them. The characters of semasio-phonetic is combining
phonetic components of Chinese characters. Chinese character of "yanagi" was made ��in conjunction with both the Chinese
 character "tree" and Chinese character "liu".
This is a shidareyanagi(weeping willow). Weeping willow is deciduous tree originated from China. It might be drivined Japan
period. The height is about 10m, shape of the tree that only branches hanging is the characteristic. It is easy to break the
branches hanging which is them, these branches were broken are carried by the flow of the river and the wind,  its branches
 the roots from the branches in the new location. Hanging branches make stretch and lengthen the branches
twist the petiole in order to get a lot of sunlight. In dioecious that male and female flowers are attached to the tree separately,

to carry insect pollen called "insect-pollinated flower." It is less opportunity to see the seed for female stock for small weeping

willow in Japan, although but the size of the seed is about 1mm. There is a thin hair, called "Ryujo".
������������ Willow is Chinese common sight around May, and it often be read in Chinese poetry is. ��������


���� Weeping willow has been planted many waterside such as riverbank. Waterside is the location of that sediment is washed away
by the floods. Weeping willow that was strong in water, and take root firmly, has been used to reinforce the seawall.

������

�������������
Willow of Ginza is famous as a roadside tree. Cherry blossoms and pine were planted in addition to the willow as a roadside tree
in Ginza since early Meiji period, the Ginza. However, cherry blossoms and pine withered due to the place of high groundwater
level, only willow seems to have left.

�����

�������������

Various words were born from the leaves and thin branches of willow. "Beautiful eyebrows". It is a beautiful eyebrows and thin
like a willow leaf. This is called "beautiful eyebrows" by example that eyebrows beauty. If you say, "ruffle the beautiful
eyebrows", it represents a state in which mad lifting the beautiful eyebrows. From the manner in which the branches of willow
thin and long fluttering in the wind, the word "Yanaginikaze" was born. It is a word to describe how to tune out to dodge
without hesitation willow as fluttering in the wind. "Oriyanagi". This is the custom in ancient China. When a friend travel to far
away, they sent in the ring folding branches of willow. Sound as a "ring" and "reflux" is similar in Chinese. From that, it seems
to have sent to the ring branches of willow supple prayer that the traveler comes back safely.

��������

This is Rokkakuyanagi. Rokkakuyanagi in the Tohoku University Botanical Garden, is the wood of the type specimen which
became the basis of the scientific name. The branches longer than the Salix and droop vertically.

������

Name of Rokkakuyanagi is originated from the legendary that is ONONOimoko of Kenzuishi brought back the willow from Zui
and planted it in Rokkakudo of Kyouto" . There is a story of the willow of Rokkakudo in Kyoto.At the beginning of the Heian
Period, Emperor SAGA was hoping to meet with his wife. Then, there was a divine message as follow, "See below willow
Rokkakudo". He tried to go under the willow of hexagonal building in a hurry, and meet a woman of great beauty. According to
the story, he married this beautiful woman, rumor "when you wish upon the willow of Rokkakudo, you blessed with good
match" and is spread. The willow of Rokkakudo is  famous for "willow of marriage". Many people are still visiting Rokkakudo.
That's the end of it.
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14�new discovery����(n=498)!

23�whether you like to watch!
��in extra-class time ��(n=492)!

18� interests in tradition and !
���legend of plants���(n=497)!

No.! Question!
(n:the number of respondents) �
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affirmative group! negative group!

Strongly Agree ���Agree���Disagree���Strongly Disagree�
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